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Exciting Cross Sells

For the Bulky Stuff

Mini Dual Lane Trays

Base Deck Fencing

This mini tray leads to maximum revenue,
because it allows complimentary items to
be featured together. Dual lanes adjust to
fit narrow merchandise sizes as small as

This bottom is tops for displaying heavy,
bulky, or hard-to-fit items. Display
them attractively and neatly using
front fencing and dividers to customize
the display space and create unique
presentations of similar or related items.
This cross-selling approach makes
shopping easier for the customer and
more profitable for you. Select from
a range of other Trion outfitting to
maximize selling space from the base
deck to the top shelf and beyond.

1 3⁄4”. Each lane features a separate pusher
paddle to keep products forwarded and
faced. Feature items of different widths
via asymmetric lane configurations. Cross
merchandise a variety of products with
ease. Trays install without tools and lift out
for quick restocking or product rotation.
Full line includes standard and oversize
trays, and display, scan and pusher hooks.
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An Open and Shut Case
Over 450 Profiles

Clear Scan Label Holders
®

Storewide solutions for any labeling
need. Available in a variety of profiles
(shapes), these bright, clear label holders
are easily positioned in all standard
C-channel configurations, as well as
displays incorporating metal, glass, wood,
wire baskets, wire shelving, wire fencing,
and scanning hooks. Plain paper labels
drop in behind a clear flexible PVC front,
allowing labels to be changed quickly and
inexpensively without messy adhesive
backing. Adhesive label holders and strips
also available if that is your need. Save
time, increase visibility, and boost sales
with this storewide labeling system. Cooler
capable, color, and built-in promo Clip
label holders and strips available.

Flip-Scan Hooks
®

Flip-Scan® hooks are an open and shut
case for ease of use. The articulated label
holder lifts up and out of the way for easy
product access, then falls back to vertical
for viewing product and price info. Our
unique label holder flexes open so plain
paper labels can be inserted effortlessly.
Available with short label holders or
full length label strips and constructed
of long-life materials, these durable,
attractive scan hooks can outfit all display
surfaces, including pegboard, slatwall, grid,
crossbar, and corrugated. Fully compatible
with the Clear Scan® Label Holder System
for C-channel, shelf edge, wire basket, and
refrigerated areas storewide.
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The Problem Solver

W h e n V i s i b i l i t y i s Yo u r G o a l

The number of products you can
effectively, attractively merchandise
in these baskets is, well, endless, as is
the length and uses. Mount level or in
gravity-feed mode from pegboard or
slatwall, or place on shelves or table
tops. Pair the baskets with hang tags,
efficiently displaying both products and
prices. Customize your baskets with
handy dividers to create exactly the

The way to profits is clear when customers
can spot and browse neatly displayed,
upscale merchandise. Adjustable,
multi-functional dividers allow you to
customize depth and change the width
of displays just as fast as new products
are delivered. Sturdy, clear presentation
keeps products looking their best,
highlighting the colors, options, sizes,
quality, and billboarding brands. Trion’s
Clear Acrylic Divider Systems are
among the best looking and adaptable

Clear Acrylic Dividers

Endless Baskets

compartmentalization you need.
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Fast and Easy

Attached-Back Hooks

TM

You read that right. These two-piece
straight-entry hooks arrive already
assembled – a dream come true for
speeding labor intensive projects. Because
the hooks are already assembled, you
can display merchandise as quickly as
you can say “profits.” Once installed,
these hooks come apart easily, making
merchandising changes in tight displays
fast and easy. Reinforced to host even
heavy items, these hooks are available
in standard, medium and heavy gauge
frontwires with engineering grade
plastic backplates to provide durable
and attractive ways to keep your

Extend Your Revenue

Pegboard Extenders
Extend your opportunities to
increase revenue with Trion’s
pegboard extenders. Use them
to layer display surfaces so you
can simultaneously show tall and
short items. Commonly used to
merchandise mops, brooms, long
handled tools and more, with cross
sells and accessories directly in
front. Pegboard extenders extend
your merchandising reach.

merchandise accessible.
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See More, Sell More

WonderBar Trays
®

Trion delivers your merchandising solutions
on a platter … actually, more of a tray.
WonderBar® Trays solve the problem of
how to stock, display, and sell an unlimited
variety of products, including hardware,
soft goods, coffee, dry goods, pet treats,
and more. Adjust the tray from 5 1⁄2” to
8” wide, creating customized widths that
accommodate boxes, bags, pillow packs,
gusseted bags, bottles, clam shells, blister
packs, and various tub shapes. Depths
range from 13” to 24”, and trays feature
integrated label holders. You’ll sell more
when customers can see more! After the
sale, simply lift out the tray for convenient
rear restocking.

Grab Pouches by the Scruff

Pouch Hook

What’s better than a pouch hook that
automatically positions products for
purchasing? A pouch hook that allows
for easy restocking and is compatible
with existing bar merchandising systems,
that’s what! Need more reasons? They are
available in 4 lengths to accommodate
varied depths; feature a rear-loading
design; include flip-front label holder,
and tool-free installation on gondola,
on pegboard, and in coolers. Of course,
standard pouch hooks are available in
case you are not a believer in gravity feed
or gravity itself.
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A Clear Solution

Dividers & Pushers
Cross Sell Adjacencies

Dual Lane Trays

After one item is removed from our
auto-feed, adjustable dual lane trays, the
next product moves right into position.
Each lane can be individually adjusted to
a range of widths to maximize cross-sell
opportunities. In addition, you can choose
the push strength for either lightweight or
heavy items. Dual Lane Trays give you the
ability to customize displays to suit your
inventory offerings.

Let’s be clear. These are the best systems
to display colorful items that draw the
customers’ eyes … and their dollars. Sturdy
enough for busy retail environments, these
dividers let products promote themselves
keeping packaging visible. Trion pushers
keep items forwarded and faced for best
visibility. Deploy Trion’s acrylic options
for items including cosmetics, vitamins
and supplements, crafts, party supplies,
and more.
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Think Beyond the Obvious

For Base Deck and More

Literature Holder

Clear Dividers & Stops

Don’t judge a literature holder by its
cover … these coated-wire multi-taskers
can be used to accommodate anything
that is best displayed upright. Rather
than stacking that merchandise flat on
shelves, show off features and benefits
where customers can fully view the entire
item. Creatively deploy these to sell
almost anything, including games, mirrors,
frames, clocks, puzzles, life vests, baking
sheets, and — for traditionalists —even

Truth or dare? The truth is that Trion’s
ShelfWorks® Clear Dividers and Product
Stops are up to any dare. Choose
straight, reversible, or interlocking-front
clear dividers to align, stack, divide,
and organize almost any product you
want to sell. Another truth is Trion’s
products are durable, high-quality items
that will work as hard as you do. Try to
find better merchandising solutions. We

product literature.
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ICC’s and Shams

Best Selection Guaranteed

Holders & Strips on Hooks
You’ll be hooked on these Clear Scan®
Label Holders when you see how easily
they accommodate drop-in plain paper
labels. Promote product and price or
features and benefits so customers can
choose easily … and so can you! Make
your selection of Clear Scan Label
Holders from a variety of profiles, colors
and lengths, then add them to hooks
with flip-front or FISH-Tip TM mounts.
Skip the mess of sticky adhesive labels
and trade up to easy-to-use plain paper

Inventory Control
Keep those carded products tidy and easy
to see when you add inventory control
clips (ICCs) to your standard, medium,
heavy or extra heavy wire hook displays.
These handy clips keep merchandise
faced and double as a marker to let
you know when it’s time to reorder or
re-stock products. Available in Rabbit Ear
ICC and circular Sham configurations. Or
order with half-moon ATICC Inventory
control clips already pre-mounted on the
hook for you.

label holder systems.
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Cold Front Forecast

Air Flow Baffle

Oversize? No Problem!

WonderBar EWT Large
TM

®

The forecast is a cold cooler front when
you use Trion’s Air Flow Baffle in coolers.
Product temperature can be difficult to
maintain at the front of a cooler. This
Air Flow Baffle ensures that cold air is
forced forward to keep items at their
ideal temperature. Use as part of your
cooler outfitting strategy, along with
WonderBar ® Bar Merchandisers and
hooks, EWTTM Expandable Wire Tray
System, and cooler capable Clear Scan®
label holders.
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Containers Well Contained

If you think the WonderBar EWT is
great, wait till you meet its big brother!
Oversized just like some of your
products, this weightlifter stays strong
on both metal and open wire shelves and
bar. One-piece installation means you
can drop this bad boy right into place,
adjust as needed, and watch the revenue
increase. The EWT takes over from there,
automatically feeding product to the
front and billboarding merchandise for
maximum visibility.
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Super Hooks!

Cooler Capable AMT

WonderBar Hooks

Neatly and effectively display cooler
and freezer items, including yogurt,
dips, puddings, ice cream, single-serve
foods, and more. Our small Adjustable
Merchandising Tray (AMT) fits a range
of 4- to 6-ounce cups; the medium AMT
organizes mid-range offerings; and the
large AMT gives ice cream lovers pause
to browse and choose a pint of their
favorite flavor (hmmm … why not get both
Cherry Vanilla and Rocky Road?). This
manual-feed tray ensures that products
remain faced and accessible. Time to
re-stock? Just lift out and refill. Add Clear

WonderBar® Displays are the versatile
heroes of the Trion product family,
coming to the rescue when you need
muscle and good looks to merchandise
items of all sizes. These Bar Hooks
can lift heavy loads in their capable
arms. Display or Scan, Saddle Mount
or Plug in, there are Trion WonderBar
Hooks for every need.

®

®

Scan® Label Holder, and you’re finished!
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Unlimited configuration

Finish the Job

Expandable Wire Tray

Base Deck Fencing

Product offerings come in different
sizes, so it makes sense that displays
should come in different sizes, too. That’s
why Trion created the WonderBar ®
Expandable Wire Tray System. We
included every feature you would want if
you created it yourself: powder-coated
galvanized wire that stands up to
harsh environments; adjustable width;
easy custom configuration; rail mount
and freestanding units; wire or clear
acrylic product stops. EWT mounts on
pegboard, slatwall, gondola shelf, table

Bin there, organized that! Trion’s deck
fencing helps you bin small, large, bulk
or packaged items while keeping them
accessible to customers. Customize
your display to create closed-front or
open-front compartments using straight or
offset front fence, then add our convenient

TM

labeling systems to finish the job right.
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top and cooler.
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Ye a h , We ’ v e G o t T h a t

Slatwall Hooks

Announce Product Presence

Extruded Sign Holders
Think of these extruded signs as a GPS
for your retail setting. Quickly guide
customers to the products they want and
need with these versatile sign holders.
Plan your customer’s routes, then slide
in signs when you’re ready. Creative
merchandisers might also use these sign
holders for monthly or weekly specials,
buy-one-get-one offers, specialized
category definition (think gluten free,
organic, fair trade, etc.), or promotion
of in-store loyalty cards. A variety of
mounting options are available including
hooks, push pin, and foam tape. The

Let’s review your wish list
of slatwall hook features: flat
back plate base? Trion’s got it.
Even load distribution? Check.
Customizable with Clear Scan
Labels? Yep. Flip-front or metal plate
Label Holder, gotcha. Like your varied
products, Trion’s Slatwall Hooks are
offered in a range of standard, medium,
heavy, and extra heavy gauges. Our
hooks fit all industry standard slatwall
slots, and many work with slot inserts.
Call for a sample to check the fit with
your design.

opportunities for use are endless.
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